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Hind›ï Centum is primarily written for people
who are eager to know all about Hind›ï D›harma
(Religion). This is an easy reading text that
clarifies the conflicts, the controversies, and the
distortions surrounding Hind›ï D›harma. The
book explains the material cause of existence,
cosmos, the complex notions and realities of
God, soul, D›harma, Yajña, Karma, Yoga, and
Mokìa in everyday terms.
Hind›ï Centum, in a very simple way, deals with
the basic principles of Vaid›ic-Hind›ï- Sanàt›an
D›harma, and the

work answers complex

questions such as “Who is a Hind›ï? What are
the essential entities for enlightenment”?
New diacritical marks are designed and
implemented in this book to provide the correct
pronunciation of Sanskêt› and Hind›ã words,
mainly, for the English speakers out side the
Indian sub-continent.
Hind›ï Centum briefly summarizes Hind›ï
spiritual principles that can be experienced by a
scientific mind without any dogma or belief.
There is no place for “ism” in Hind›ï D›harma,
for these principles can be scientifically tested,
realized, and practiced in daily life.
Indeed, Hind›ï Centum is an important resource
and an ideal book for students of Hind›ï
D›harma.
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FOREWORD
‘D›harma’ is a very profound word. Every entity has
D›harma, the natural role in the grand scheme of the
cosmos. Mànava D›harma is that D›harma, the natural
role of people, for Hind›ï D›harma is Mànava D›harma. It is in the best interest of everyone to know
his or her D›harma which takes effort.
This work will be very useful to many parents, groups,
and organizations who are engaged in the better
understanding of Hind›ï traditions, customs, and
philosophy.
Professor Bhu Dev Sharma
President, World Association for Ved›ic Studies,
President, Hind›ï Educational and Religious Society of
America, Professor Deptment of Mathematics Xavier
University, New Orleans, Lousiana, U.S.A.
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WORD OF CAUTION

Hind›ï Centum contains one hundred basic questions
about the Hind›ï religion, and the work has specific, as
well as, authentic answers for the educated individual
who seeks to have a general view of the Hind›ï
religion as known today. The book encompasses
Hind›ï D›harmas’ reality, myths, fundamentals, and
peripherals.
The questions are well-framed and concise, and the
answers are equally instructive and impressive.
References of the author are precise and exhaustive,
and the “Pronunciation and Transliteration Guide” is
phonetically correct.
Hind›ï-Centum is particularly detailed and scholarly in
relation to the scriptures, secondary scriptures,
commentaries, Angas-philosophy, and Upaniìad›s.
The author provides a comprehensive understanding of
the Smêt›is, ethics, historical epics, and metaphysical
considerations that are given in the Hind›ï religion.
Data on the age of the earth and the dawn of history
provide an extremely accurate account.

The writer sincerely hopes that this book will be read
with an open mind. This book has been written
especially to clear all confusions one may have
regarding the Hind›ï religion. The diacritical marks
used in this text have been modified to provide clarity
of transliteration for the western readers. Diacritical
guidelines are offered for details.
The reader should start with question number one and
sequentially continue to read through question one
hundred. In order to understand the teachings of
Vaid›ic- Hind›ï-Sanàt›an D›harma in its pristine form,
one should not deviate from this particular sequence,
for the reader will grasp the spirit and the basic
teachings of Vaid›ic-Hind›ï- Sanàt›an D›harma in this
manner.
-Editorial Board.

Romesh Wadhera
International Educationist,
Chittorgarh, Rajasthan, India.
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1

MÀNAVA D›HÀRMAÍÀST›RA OF

INTRODUCTION

MANU: MANU SMÊT›I

HIND›Ï-ÍAT›AKAM
(Pronounce as Sh-t -come)
‘Centum’ is a Latin word for one hundred which is
derived from the Sanskêt› word Íat›akam. Sanskêt› is
the mother language of all modern Indo-European
languages. English and Latin originated from Sanskêt›,
and all Vaid›ic Sanàt›an Hind›ï scriptures are written in
Sanskêt›.
The author and editors have worked diligently to
ensure that the information in this book is authentic.
Editorial Board

13

Sage Manu was the greatest ved›ic scholar of his time.
Manu wrote eternal natural laws in a book form which
is called Manu Smêt›i.
Smêt›i means “what is
remembered” or “what is memorized” or “Institutes of
sacred law” (F. Max Muller 1886). Manu was the first
to provide written laws.
Another name for Manu is Svàyambhuva Manu.
Manu declared the Veda is the authentic and main
basis of D›harma (Manu 2.6, 2.13). Manu Smêt›i is
considered the most authentic book of law. The work
is also called Mànava D››hàrmaíàst›ra, or the code of
conduct for humanity, and the work is acknowledged
by various scriptures like the Bràhmaç and Sït›ra
Granths (Tàçdya Bràhmaç 23.16.7.), T›ait›t›irãya
Upaniìad› (2.2.10.2; 3.1.9.4); Nirukt›a (3.4). The
writing was appreciated by very important
personalities such as Íri Ràma. Íri Ràma agreed to
kill the powerful and vicious criminal Bàli, who not
only forcefully occupied his brother Sugariva’s
kingdom, but Bali, also, made Sugariva’s wife his
concubine. When Bàli was wounded by Íri Ràma,
Bàli asked Íri Ràma: “What is the crime for which I
am being punished?” Íri Ràma cited the Manu Smêt›i
14
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laws to Bàli (Vàlmãki Ràmàyaça, Kiìki.18.30.32.).
Àcharya Bêhaspat›i, Bhêgu, Nàrad›a (cited by F. Max
Muller, 1886); Gaut›ama, Viíiìt›ha, Àsavalàyan,
Gemini, Baudhayana, and other Sut›ra Granths all cite
Manu Smêt›i (Prof. Surendra Kumar, 1990). The
Buddhist Poet, Aívaghoìa, who was contemporary to
King Kaniìka of the first century A.D., wrote
Vajrakopniìad.
In this book, Aívaghoìa used
references from Manu Smêt›i (Prof. Surendra Kumar,
1990). One should remember that King Kaniìka of
India was a direct descendent of King Vikramàd›it›ya
who also ruled central Asia. Íankràcharyà and
Kautilya of the recent past, Mahêìi D›ayànand›a

Hind›ï-Centum

of ineffaceable impressions as profound as these last
have impressed others. The Hindoo laws were
codified by Manu more than three thousand years
before the Christian era, and the Hindoo laws were
copied by entire antiquity, notably, by Rome alone,
leaving us a written law, the “Code of Justinian”,
which has been adopted as the fundamental law of all
modern legislations”.
Therefore, Manu is considered to be the first whose
documentation of natural laws form the basis of the
modern world in the East, as well as, the West. To
honor Manu the Philippine legislative assembly
erected a statue of Manu in their assembly hall.

Saraswat›ã and Íri Aurobind›o, of modern times,
accepted the authority of Manu Smêt›i (Prof. Surendra
Kumar, 1990).
In 1876, Madame Louis Jacolliot of France wrote the
book La Bible Dans L’Inde, A Hind›ï Origin of
Christian and Hebrew Revelations, which described
Manu: “Who were the precursors of Menes, of the
Egyptians, of Moses, of Minas, of Socrates, of Plato,
and of Aristotle? The precursors are the Hindoo
traditions imported with the colonizing populations
from Asia Minor into Greece of which their writers
adopted. India, of six thousand years ago, brilliant,
civilized, and overflowing with population, impressed
upon Egypt, Persia, Judea, Greece, and Rome a stamp
15
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THE NAÃVE VERSUS THE IGNORANT
According to Western historians and Magasthenese, a
Greek Ambassador to India, King Vikramàd›it›ya ruled
greater India, Bêhat› Bharat›, approximately 400 years
B.C.. Some historians doubt the authenticity of this
statement, for some historians believe that
Vikramàd›it›ya ruled much earlier than what was
indicated in Magasthenese’s Indika. Other historians
think there were two separate kings, with the same
name, who ruled at different times. In this work the
reference will be made to King Vikramàd›it›ya whose
reign (See map.) extended eastward all over India,
westward all over the Gand›hàra of present day
Afghanisthan, and parts of present Persia and Arabia,
and northward to central Asia as mentioned on the
archeological findings of Rock Edicts V, XIII (Íriram
Sathe: 1987).
King Vikramàd›it›ya’s elder brother, Bhart›êhari, ruled
central India. Their sister, Mianavat›i, was also a
learned scholar. She ruled the eastern part of India;
including Bengal which includes present day
Bangladesh, and ancient Assam, called Kàmrup. The
capitol was in Dhaka.
Their nephew, King
Gopichanda, was a disciple of Guru Jallundernàtha.
Gopichanda abdicated his throne and teamed up with
his maternal uncle,Bhart›êhari, who also renounced his
throne. Bhart›êhari could not stand the betrayel of a
17
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much loved wife. Legend holds that the beautiful
wife, Pingalà, secretly loved the commander-in-chief
of the cavalry. King Bhart›êhari came to know about
this relationship when he gave a unique precious fruit
that was originally presented to him by a citizen. The
King presented this fruit to his beloved wife, Pingalà,
to eat, but Pingalà gave it to her lover, the chief of the
cavalry. The chief of the cavalry thought in turn that
the commander-in-chief of the armed forces ought to
have this fruit, and the chief of the cavalry presented
this fruit to the commander-in-chief. The commanderin-chief in turn presented the same unique fruit to King
Bhart›êhari. This betrayal led Bhart›êhari to become a
disciple of Guru Gorkhnàtha. Guru Machhand›ernàtha
was the Guru of Gorkhnàtha whose slogan was
“Alakha-Niranjana” which means; “God is an
indescribable source of divine light”.
King Vikramàd›it›ya had to take care of his kingdom
along with the kingdoms of Bhart›êhari and
Gopichanda. Therefore, King Vikramàd›it›ya became
the strongest king of Bêhat›-Bhàrat›, Greater Unified
India. The kingdom extended westward to the parts of
present day Middle-East and central Asia (see map).
The victory of Vikramàd›it›ya over the Íaka people of
central Asia marks the beginning of Vikram Era in 57
B.C.

18
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King Vikramàd›it›ya’s primeminister, Chàçakya, also
known as Kautilya, was a great scholar, and Chàçakya
wrote many books on various subjects.
King
Vikramàd›it›ya’s elder brother, Bhart›êhari, was a very
well known scholar, as well, and many books were
written to his credit. An excerpt from Bhart›êharis’
book on ethics is shown as follows:

AY: suKmara¿y:
suKtrmara¿ytQ ebLQSY: |
Yanlbduebvd™DZ

w^,azep tZ nrZ n r²Èjyet||

Ajñaâ sukhamàràd›hyaâ,
sukhat›aramàràd›hyat›e viíeìajñaâ,
jñànalavad›urvid›agd›ham,
brahmà-api t›am naram na rañjayat›i.
---- Bhart›êhari -Nãt›i--Íat›akam 3

Bhart›êhari states: “It is easy to make a naive person
understand. It is easier to make a learned person
understand, but alas, an ignorant one who thinks
himself/herself to be wise; it is beyond human capacity
to make him/her understand, and even God who
created him/her cannot make him/her understand.”

19
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2
PRONUNCIATION AND
TRANSLATION GUIDE
Common rules of pronunciation
Vowels and consonants are systematically arranged according to
the source of their production. The same is true of Sanskêt›,
and all other languages of India which are derived from
Sanskêt›. All vowels and consonants originate from the larynx.
As the sound passes through the larynx, throat, oral, and nasal
cavities; the sound changes according to the actions of these
passage muscles. Various vowels and consonants have different
sounds as shown in the chart below:
Vowels:
A a as in amazing

(short)

q e as in engine

Aa à as in arm

(long)

qQ ai as in Kaiser

@ i as in India

(short)

AaQ o as in nose

(long)

AaH au as in clause

o u as in put

(short)

AZ un as in Angola

O ï as in Parachute

(long)

A: â as in ahah

@v ã as in Iran, Machine

z silent a = ‘ .

Ÿ ê as in Kêìça & spring

1. In Sanskêt› and other languages of India, the consonants have
a built-in invisible “a” to produce a fuller sound. In the
absence of the “a” sound the consonants are pronounced
partially as in these consonants: K (k›), KH (K›), G (g›),
20
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GH ( G). To pronounce fully k, K, g,

=; add an “A”

(6)- ASSORTED, continued:
L ía = sha, (palatal) as in shirt

(A) to the consonant for example: k›+A=k : K + A = KA;
K›+A= K : KH + A = KHA; g›+A=g : G + A = GA;

S ìa (lingual) as in Viìçu (Vishçu)

G›+A= G : GH + A = GHA. A short silent “a” is always

s sa (dental) as in sun

present while transliterating Sanskêt› or Hind›ã whole
consonants. The consonants and their source of origin are as
follows:

h ha as in hut

V kìa =ksha as in Lakshmi

(1) Guttural
k ka as in karate

(soft)

(2) Palatal
c ca = cha as in chair

K kha as in khaki

(hard)

C chha as in chhole

g ga as in gun

(soft)

j ja as in jug

G gha as in ghost

Y jña as in jñàn, Yajña
Symbol:

ú = AaQ3m›

²Ÿ ñ=as añgel

pronounced as aèga

pronounced as ñia

(3) Lingual
f ta as in tomato

(soft)

(4) Dental
t t›a as in tortiya, Tara

F îha as in thug

(hard)

T tha as in thumb

d d›a as in they,Veda

(soft)

I dha as in adhesive (hard)

D d›ha as in d›harma

N ça as in band, Kêìça

n na as in nose

(5) Labial
p pa as in panda, pen (soft)

(6) Assorted
y ya as in yellow

P pha(fa) as in photo, fruit

(hard)

r ra as in rabbit

w ba as in boy

(soft)

l la as in leg

B bha as in abhor, Bharat›

(hard)

b va as in vase

m ma as in man

21

= Ox3 m (pronounce

letter “O” continuously three times
and end with the sound of letter
“M”.)

J jha as in zoo

(hard)

Y è as toègue

i da as in dog

x tra as in chit›ra

2. To produce the sound of Aa, or AA, add another “A” to the

consonant. For example, to make KAA (= ka) add
KA+A=KAA

k+A=ka,

KHAA

(=

Ka)

add

KHA+A=KHAA K+A=Ka, or one may use a long diacritical mark on top of the vowel following the consonant
(KÀ, KHÀ, etc.).
3. Use a vowel to produce short or prolong phonetic sounds for
example:
(Short sound)
@ = i = bit

@v = ã = beet (slightly prolong sound)

(Short sound)

o = u = put

O = u =boot(slightly prolong sound)
(Short sound)

q = e = bet

qQ = ai = Hi (slightly prolong sound)
22
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4. The last consonant in Hind›ã or Sanskêt› is usually
pronounced softly; therefore, during transliteration “a” or
“A”, at times, may not be written. To keep conformity in the
text “a” will be used after the last letter except for the word
“Sanskêt›”, as shown below:
Lah = Shah

pZeit = Pundit
esK = Sikh

sZ>#
k
t=Sanskêt›
smaj=Samàj
5. In English, there are only twenty-six letters; therefore, sound
production is limited, but Sanskêt› has sixty-three letters.
The related Sanskêt› languages, such as Hind›ã, encompasses
more letters. Many of these letters produce phonetic sounds,
which are very common in the day to day use of Hind›ã, but
these letters are not found in English. For example CHHA:
C, as in Chhole, D›A: d, as d›-in mother, T›A: t as in
Sanskêt›, DHA: I as in adhere, D›HA: D as in d›harma

which is not to be confused with dha= I , Bha: B as in
Bhàgavat› Gãt›à, F: îha is not to be confused with tha= T.
These sounds are totally absent in English; therefore, an
attempt, to reproduce them correctly, is made by using the
diacritical signs as described below:

Diacritical Signs Guide
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the appropriate phonetics in English. For example, Aa = à (far,
bar), @v = ã (grisly), O = ï (zucchini, Zulu).
(2) Fallacies and proposed corrections: Current standards, for
the use of diacritical marks for transliterating Sanskêt› or
D›evanàgarã scripts to Roman script, are written for the people
who are unfamiliar with Indic scripts which are fallacious as
described below:
a) Few of the labial, palatal, and other Sanskêt›/ D›evanàgarã
sounds are absent in English as shown in the examples, t, d,

D, C, B, F, I. In the proposed solutions, new diacritical
marks are introduced to distinguish these phonetic sounds for
the English speaker which are shown as follows: t = T›, d =
D›, D = d›ha or D›ha. For example taQta = T›ot›a, mDu =
Mad›hu, eh†dE = Hind›ã, etc.
b) The lingual sounds, Ta (f), Da (i), do not need diacritical
marks for these phonetics are part of the English language as
seen in the words; Doctor, Daddy, tomato, and today.
Special Note:
1. Since this book is written, mainly, for speakers of English,
excluding India, diacritical marks for ‘t = T›, d = D›, are
used in this book to emphasize different sound production
from the traditional one which leads to the correct
pronunciation of Sanskêt› and Hind›ã words.

(1) Diacritical sign usage: Both Sanskêt› and Hind›ã have slightly
prolonged sounds of A (a), @ (i) and o (u) as Aa, @v and O,
respectively. Diacritical signs are used in this text to indicate
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2. The names associated with ancient traditions, history, ethics,
and Vaid›ic values are transliterated with the help of
diacritical marks for the appropriate and correct
pronunciations. Furthermore, these words are identified by
24
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marking the first letter capitol, for example: D›harma,

D›eva, Mant›ra, Ghã, Ílokas, Yoga, and Yajña.
3. Readers are requested to ignore the variations in the English
word spellings, as American spellings differ, at times, in
such words as color, practice, pundit, travelers, and valor
when taken from their British counterparts.
4. The spelling of the word Ved›ic has been in use for more
than three centuries; therefore, in this text the same spelling
is used for the sake of conformity. However, the spelling,
Vaid›ika, is preferred by some and Vaid›ic by others.


3
WORDS OF WISDOM

5. Summary:
Aa = à, @v= ã, O =ï, Ÿ =ê, A:= â,

Y

=è,

²Ÿ =ñ,

N = ça, F =îha, t =t›a, d= d›a ,D =d›ha, L =ía, S= ìa, V=
kìa, Y=jña.
Symbols:

ú = AaQ3m›.= Om., ù = ‘ (Silent A in Sanskêt›),

œ = A Sanskêt› character.
********
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WHO IS CALLED A PUNDIT (Puçdit›)?
Vid›ur, a wise scholar, tried logic and ethics to
persuade D›hêt›aràítra to get the rightful place of
Pàndavas in order to avoid the Mahàbhàrat›a War.
Some excerpts from Vid›ur’s discussions with
D›hêt›aràítra are presented below to make one aware of
the definitions of Pundit, or the wise person.
(Mahàbhàrat›a is the name of the great war which was fought by two
cousin dynasties: Kaurava’s and Pàndavas in India, 3138 B.C., at a
place called Hast›inàpura where modern Delhi is situated. In this war,
rulers and troops from the Indian sub-continent and adjacent countries
including central Asia, also, participated; therefore, the war is called
the Mahàbhàrat›a War, or the War of Greater India:

26
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eneŒc‹y y: p^k^mtQ

hit›am cha nàbhyasuyant›i

na†tbvset kmvN: |

paçdit›à bharat›arìabha.

Ab†¿ykalaQ bŒya‹ma

----Vid›ur Nît›i 1:26

s bH peˆit o…ytQ||

Supreme noble Puçdit›s are wise people who have
taken keen interest in humanitarian activities. Noble
Puçdit›s are delighted to undertake deeds for the

Niíchit›ya yaâ prakramat›e

prosperity of people. Wise people or Puçdit›s are
neither jealous nor critical of those who undertake
these acts.

nànt›arvasat›i karmaçaâ,
avand›hyakàlo vaíyàt›mà

n

sa vai paçdit›a uchyat›e.
---- Vid›ur Nît›i 1:25

Whosoever is dedicated, goal oriented, thoughtful, and
engaged in constructive activity is wise, or a Puçdit›.

ï‰y‹ya‹msMmanQ

nabmanQn tŠytQ|
gaY›ÈgaQ

.d

@baVaQƒyaQ

y: s peˆit o…ytQ||

AayvkmveN r„y†tQ
BUetkmaveN kubvtQ|

Na hêìyat›yàt›masammàne

ehtZ c naƒysUye†t

nàvamànena t›apyat›e,

peˆita BrtSvB||

gàègo hêad›a evàkìobhyo
yaâ sa paçdit›a uchyat›e.

Àryakarmaçi rajyant›e,

---- Vid›ur Nît›i 1:27

bhït›ikarmàçi kurvat›e,
27
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A Puçdit›, a wise person, is not looking for praise. By
remaining content, a wise person, or a Puçdit›, is never
disheartened when insulted or ignored.

AaQ3m›
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